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PURPOSE:

To provide a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of options for the potential role of
the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in the U. S. Department of Energy’s (DOE)
development of an environmental impact statement (EIS) to address disposal of Greater-than-
Class-C (GTCC) radioactive waste, and to request Commission approval of the staff’s
recommendation that NRC become a cooperating agency for the EIS.  

SUMMARY:

This paper discusses two options for NRC participation in the DOE EIS, acting as either a:  (1)
cooperating agency; or (2) commenting agency.  The staff recommends that the Commission
authorize the staff to pursue a written cooperating agency agreement (memorandum of
understanding [MOU]) with DOE. 
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The primary advantages of the cooperating agency option are that NRC can:  (1) realize an
overall resource savings by potentially reducing or eliminating the need for NRC to develop its
own EIS or to expend significant efforts toward adoption of DOE’s EIS; (2) provide timely
explanations of NRC’s independent role, requirements, and plans; and (3) allow early planning
to assure the regulatory infrastructure is in place to proceed with a timely licensing decision.  In
addition, the cooperating agency option is consistent with both NRC obligations under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) and the Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) guidance.  The primary disadvantage of this option is that some stakeholders may
perceive that a cooperating agency role is not consistent with NRC’s independent regulatory
responsibilities.  The staff has identified cooperating agency interactions that provide
opportunities for managing such perceptions.

The primary advantage of the commenting agency option is to reduce, rather than eliminate, the
likelihood that individuals/groups develop the perception that NRC is not acting in an
independent regulatory manner.  Additionally, resource expenditures will potentially be less
during the DOE EIS phase of the overall Federal process (DOE EIS through NRC licensing) to
accomplish GTCC disposal.  However, resource usage will likely increase significantly to
support the NRC EIS phase of NRC licensing.  The total resources that NRC would expend to
complete the entire Federal process as a commenting agency would likely exceed the total
expended as a cooperating agency.  In addition to greater expenditure of total resources, the
commenting agency option disadvantages also include minimal opportunity for NRC to assure
that the DOE EIS fulfills NRC needs and expectations for potential adoption of the DOE EIS.

BACKGROUND:

This paper responds to the Commission’s February 28, 2005, staff requirements memorandum
(SRM) addressing the February 15, 2005, briefing on waste safety programs, performance, and
plans by the Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS).  The SRM directed the
staff to provide the Commission its assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of options
considered for NRC’s potential role in DOE’s EIS and to provide its recommendations.

On May 11, 2005, DOE issued an advanced notice of intent (ANOI) to prepare an EIS for a
GTCC disposal facility (Attachment 1).  On May 18, 2005, DOE sent NRC a letter inviting NRC
to become a cooperating agency (Attachment 2).  The DOE notice of intent is scheduled to be
published in Fall 2005.  In a March 2005 meeting, DOE staff indicated that their preliminary
schedule is to issue a final EIS within 18 to 24 months (consistent with the ANOI). The DOE
staff indicated that the schedule is based on internal DOE guidance applied to all of its EIS
reviews.

The DOE staff has identified potential areas of the EIS process where NRC can assist as a
cooperating agency:  disposal facility performance objectives; disposal facility licensing options
and compliance areas, including clarification of Agreement State authority; and regulatory
guidance on characterization, transport, and disposal of radioactive waste.

The Commission should also be aware of draft legislation which has been introduced into the
109th Congress, H.R.6, the “Energy Policy Act of 2005.”  Proposed Section 635 of H.R.6
specifies, among other things, that DOE coordinate with NRC and the U.S. Environmental 
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            1 It should be noted that serving as a cooperating agency does not preclude an agency’s
right to prepare its own EIS if it determines the EIS prepared by the lead agency is not
complete.  See CEQ Forty Most Asked Questions, 14b (Attachment 4).

Protection Agency on the need for regulatory guidance for disposal of GTCC waste (Attachment
3).  Finally, existing Federal regulations and guidance relating to cooperating and/or
commenting agency roles are listed in Attachment 4.  

DISCUSSION:

The Low Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (LLRWPAA) assigned the 
Federal Government responsibility for disposal of GTCC waste [Section 3(b)(1)(D)].  The
LLRWPAA also specifies that all GTCC waste resulting from the activities licensed by NRC (and
NRC Agreement States), “shall be disposed of in a facility licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission that the Commission determines is adequate to protect the public health and
safety” [Section 3(b)(2)]. DOE accepted responsibility for GTCC waste disposal in 1986 (SECY-
89-083, Enclosure D, DOE Memorandum from Sandra Sherman to Joseph Coleman, dated
November 25, 1986). 

Both DOE and NRC will need to address the NEPA provisions for preparing an EIS addressing
their decisions about siting and licensing GTCC facilities (respectively).  As either a cooperating
or commenting agency, NRC will have the option of adopting all or part of the DOE EIS in place
of or in support of NRC completing its own EIS.  As a cooperating agency for the DOE EIS,
NRC may participate directly in the development and information flow during all phases of the
DOE EIS1.  In a commenting agency role, NRC participation and information will be limited to
public comment periods and observations during public scoping meetings and other publicly
available information.  Finally, as a commenting agency, there is greater likelihood that NRC will
need to produce its own EIS, rather than being able to adopt all or part of the DOE EIS. 

An overview of the advantages and disadvantages of each NRC option is provided below, with
supporting discussion in Attachment 5.

Cooperating Agency Option

The CEQ regulations for implementing NEPA define “cooperating agency” in 40 CFR 1508.5 as
meaning, “any Federal agency other than a lead agency which has jurisdiction by law or special
expertise with respect to any environmental impact involved in a proposal....”  NRC has both
jurisdiction by law and special expertise.  Further, the role of a cooperating agency is to (1)
participate in the NEPA process at the earliest possible time, (2) participate in the scoping
process, and (3) assume, on request of the lead agency, responsibility for developing
information and preparing environmental analyses including portions of the EIS concerning
which the cooperating agency has special expertise (40 CFR 1501.7). Overall, the cooperating
agency option is consistent with NRC NEPA obligations, CEQ guidance, and the principles of
efficiency in “good government” (see Attachment 5).

The cooperating agency option also has the advantage of positioning NRC to:  (1) better assure
the DOE EIS addresses areas and issues that will increase the potential for NRC to adopt all or
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part of the EIS, as well as begin early planning for guidance development and possibly
rulemaking activities; (2) engage in early, two-way communication with stakeholders and the
public to identify and address their interests, concerns, and need for accurate and timely
explanations of the independent NRC role, requirements, and planning; and (3) save resources
when NRC later engages in its own EIS process or adoption of the DOE EIS. 

A potential disadvantage of this option is the necessity for earlier obligation of resources, with
initial spending slightly higher than for the commenting agency option during the DOE EIS
phase of the overall Federal process (DOE EIS through NRC licensing).  However, the
cooperating agency option may save significantly more resources during the NRC licensing
phase to result in an overall total of NRC resources spent on the entire Federal process that will
likely be less than total resources for NRC starting the process in a commenting agency role.

Another disadvantage is the potential that the public and stakeholders may perceive that NRC
cooperating agency activity is not consistent with its independent regulatory responsibilities. 
This perception is balanced by the possibility that if NRC abstains from becoming a cooperating
agency, NRC can be perceived as not fulfilling its NEPA obligations.  Furthermore, the
cooperating agency option has specific opportunities for managing NRC activities so as to
minimize and/or address such perceptions.  The staff can clarify NRC’s independent role
through several means:  (1) cooperating agency interactions with the public and stakeholders at
scoping meetings; (2) the language and content of a written cooperating agency agreement with
DOE [e.g., MOU]; and (3) conducting and documenting the regulatory and technical review of
the license application in the same independent manner that NRC does for other license
application reviews.  

Commenting Agency Option

If NRC does not participate in the DOE EIS process as a cooperating agency, it is still
responsible under NEPA for commenting on the DOE draft EIS during the public comment
period.  In this case, NRC will not be involved in development of the EIS or its supporting
analyses.  Further, DOE will be required to consider NRC comments made during the public
comment period, but will not be required to interact with NRC to address NRC comments or the
comments of stakeholders and the public.  

As a commenting agency, NRC will still need to interact with DOE as DOE goes through
decision making related to its EIS, new disposal program planning, and, ultimately, its NRC
license application.  These interactions are standard for any license applicant in the early stages
of developing its planning.  Finally, this option will necessitate that the NRC licensing review
include either development of a separate NRC EIS or adoption and likely supplementation the
DOE EIS.

The primary advantage of the commenting agency option is to reduce, rather than eliminate, the
likelihood that individuals and groups will perceive that NRC is not acting in an independent
regulatory manner.  Additionally, the commenting agency role will initially require fewer
resources than the cooperating agency role.

There are several disadvantages to the commenting agency option:  (1) significant resource
expenditures for an NRC EIS or a supplemental EIS that will likely result in total NRC resource
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expenditures exceeding cooperating agency totals for the entire Federal process; (2) minimal
opportunity for NRC to assure that the DOE EIS fulfills NRC needs and expectations for
adoption; (3) limited access to early information and discussions which will inform NRC
comments on the draft EIS, and NRC decisions before and after the EIS; and (4) NRC will not
realize the benefits of early interaction with DOE that can otherwise assist NRC in identifying
issues and begin planning for both new technical guidance and rulemaking.  NRC will also likely
receive some criticism as a result of refraining from participating as a cooperating agency.  

COMMITMENTS:

Consistent with the Commission direction in its SRM, dated February 28, 2005, the staff has not
committed to serving as a cooperating or commenting agency for the DOE GTCC EIS. 

RECOMMENDATION:

The staff recommends that the Commission authorize NRC to become a cooperating agency for
the DOE GTCC EIS.

To facilitate the cooperating agency activities, the staff also recommends development of a
formal MOU with DOE.  An MOU will provide the means for identifying and containing NRC
cooperating agency activities.  In addition, an MOU will permit the staff to negotiate appropriate
time frames for NRC activities, resulting in an EIS schedule commensurate with NRC budgeted
resources and overall staffing levels.

RESOURCES:

The NMSS budget includes 0.5 full-time equivalents (FTE) in Fiscal Year (FY) 2006 and 0.7
FTE with $100K in FY 2007.  These resource estimates were developed prior to detailed
discussions with DOE and with the uncertainty as to what role NRC will pursue (either
cooperating agency or commenting agency).  These resources will be sufficient to serve as a
commenting agency.  The level of resources needed to serve as a cooperating agency is highly
dependent on how the Commission intends for the staff to participate.  Based on our current
understanding of DOE’s potential expectations for NRC participation as a cooperating agency,
the staff estimates resource needs will be 0.75 FTE in FY 2006 and 1 FTE with $100K in FY
2007.  Any additional funds needed above the budgeted resources in FY 2006 and FY 2007 will
be reallocated from the Materials Users Environmental Reviews Planned Activity (Subprogram
Nuclear Materials Users Licensing and Inspection, C-3 Line 175) (this represents the portion of
resources originally budgeted for the environmental review associated with controlling the
disposition of solid materials).

The Office of the General Counsel (OGC) anticipates that its resource needs will be 0.1 FTE in
FY 2006 and 0.1 FTE in FY 2007 if NRC is a commenting agency.  If NRC is a cooperating
agency, OGC expects that 0.2 FTE in FY 2006 and 0.2 FTE in FY 2007 will be needed.  These
resources are within OGC’s budget.
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Given the dependence of the staff’s recommendation on DOE planning and implementation, as
well as the dynamic of H.R.6, if a significant amount of time (greater than 30 days) passes or
the Commission gives staff direction differing from staff’s recommended action, this section of
the paper will need to be revisited after issuance of the related draft SRM. 

COORDINATION:

The OGC has no legal objection.  The Office of the Chief Financial Officer reviewed the paper
and concurs.

/RA/

Luis A. Reyes
Executive Director 
  for Operations

Attachments: 
1.  DOE Advance Notice of Intent (ML051540458)
2.  DOE Cooperating Agency Invitation Letter (ML051540447)
3.  Excerpt From Proposed Section 635 of H.R.6, the “Energy
        Policy Act of 2005" (ML051580272)
4.  Requirements and Guidance Associated with Cooperating and Commenting Agency Roles
5.  Information Supporting The Advantages and Disadvantages for Each NRC Option
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AN ACT
To ensure jobs for our future with secure, affordable, and

reliable energy.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
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1 SEC. 635. SAFE DISPOSAL OF GREATER-THAN-CLASS C RA-

2 DIOACTIVE WASTE.

3 Subtitle D of title I of the Nuclear WITaste Policy Act

4 of 1982 (42 U.S.C. 10171) is amended by adding at the

5 end the following new section:

6 "SAFE DISPOSAL OF GREATER-THAN-CLASS C

7 RADIOACTIVE WVASTE

8 "SEC. 152. (a) DESIGNATION OF RESPONSIBILITY.-

9 The Secretary shall designate an Office within the Depart-

10 ment to have the responsibility for activities needed to de-

11 velop a new, or use an existing, facility for safely disposing

12 of all low-level radioactive waste with concentrations of

13 radionuclides that exceed the limits established by the

14 Commission for Class C radioactive waste (referred to in

15 this section as 'GTCC waste').

16 "(b) CO.MPREHENSIVE PLA-.-The Secretary shall

17 develop a comprehensive plan for permanent disposal of

18 GTCC waste which includes plans for a disposal facility.

19 This plan shall be transmitted to Congress in a series of

20 reports, including the following:

21 "(1) REPORT ON SHORT-TERM PLAN.-Not

22 later than 180 days after the date of enactment of

23 this section, the Secretary shall submit to Congress

24 a plan describing the Secretary's operational strat-

25 egy for continued recovery and storage of GTCC

26 waste until a permanent disposal facility is available.

*HR 6 EH
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1 "(2) UPDATE OF 1987 REPORT.-

2 "(A) IN GENERAL.-Not later than 1 year

3 after the date of enactment of this section, the

4 Secretary shall submit to Congress an update of

5 the Secretary's February 1987 report submitted

6 to Congress that made comprehensive rec-

7 ommendations for the disposal of GTCC waste.

8 "(B) CONTENTS.-The update under this

9 paragraph shall contain-

10 "(i) a detailed description and identi-

11 fication of the GTCC waste that is to be

12 disposed;

13 "(ii) a description of current domestic

14 and international programs, both Federal

15 and commercial, for management and dis-

16 position of GTCC waste;

17 "(iii) an identification of the Federal

18 and private options and costs for the safe

19 disposal of GTCC waste;

20 "(iv) an identification of the options

21 for ensuring that, wherever possible, gen-

22 erators and users of GTCC waste bear all

23 reasonable costs of waste disposal;

AHR 6 m
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1 "(v) an identification of any new stat-

2 . utory authority required for disposal of

3 GTCC waste; and

4 "(vi) in coordination waith the Envi-

5 ronmental Protection Agency and the Com-

6 mission, an identification of any new regu-

7 latory guidance needed for the disposal of

8 GTCC waste.

9 "(3) REPORT ON COST AND SCHEDULE FOR

10 COMPLETION OF ENVIRONNENTAL BIPACT STATE-

11 MENT AND RECORD OF DECISION.-Not later than

12 180 days after the date of submission of the update

13 required under paragraph (2), the Secretary shall

14 submit to Congress a report containing an estimate

15 of the cost and schedule to complete a draft and

16 final environmental impact statement and to issue a

17 record of decision for a permanent disposal facility,

18 utilizing either a new or exdsting facility, for GTCC

19 waste.".

20 SEC. 636. PROHIBITION ON NUCLEAR EXPORTS TO COUN-

21 TRIES THAT SPONSOR TERRORISM.

22 (a) IN GENERAL.-Section 129 of the Atomic Energy

23 Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. 2158) is amended'

24 (1) by inserting "a." before "No nuclear mate-

25 rials and equipment"; and

*HR 6 EH



Attachment 4

Requirements and Guidance
Associated with Cooperating and Commenting Agency Roles

In addition to the Low Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of 1985 (LLRWPAA),
Federal requirements and guidance relating to the decision before the Commission include the
following:

! Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, (40 CFR) 1501.6 states, “[u]pon request of the
lead agency, any other Federal agency which has jurisdiction by law shall be a cooperating
agency.  In addition, any other Federal agency which has special expertise... may be a
cooperating agency....”

! 40 CFR 1508.5 defines a “cooperating agency” as, “any Federal agency other than a lead
agency which has jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to any environmental
impact involved in a proposal....”

! 40 CFR 1501.6(c) states, “[a] cooperating agency may in response to a lead agency’s
request for assistance in preparing the environmental impact statement... reply that other
program commitments preclude any involvement or the degree of involvement requested....”

! Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations §51.10(b), which implements National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), provides U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC, or the Commission) with flexibility in its decision on whether or not to become a
cooperating agency, “... the Commission will... [f]ollow the provisions of 40 CFR 1501.5 and
1501.6 relating to lead agencies and cooperating agencies, except that the Commission
reserves the right to prepare an independent environmental impact statement whenever the
NRC has regulatory jurisdiction over an activity even though the NRC has not been
designated as lead agency for preparation of the statement....”

! Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) specifies independence for the cooperating agency
role, “[i]f the lead agency leaves out a significant issue or ignores the advice and expertise of
the cooperating agency, the EIS may be found later to be inadequate.”  Further,
“disagreements about conclusions to be drawn from the environmental impact statement
(EIS) need not inhibit agencies from issuing a joint document, or adopting another agency’s
EIS if the analysis is adequate.”  With regard to the record of decision (ROD) generated, “[a]
cooperating agency with jurisdiction by law may determine in its own ROD that alternative A
is the environmentally preferable action, even though the lead agency has decided in its
separate ROD that Alternative B is environmentally preferable.” (“Forty Most Asked
Questions Concerning CEQ’s National Environmental Policy Act Regulations,”
14b [46 FR 18026, 18030 (1981)]).

! Recent CEQ guidance to all Federal agencies emphasizes the efficiency of cooperating
agency interactions, “[w]hen more than one federal agency has NEPA responsibilities... then
the agencies should work together, either as joint-leads or as lead and cooperating
agencies, to avoid redundant, duplicative NEPA work and cooperating agency status is one
way to accomplish these responsibilities” (Memorandum for the Heads of Federal Agencies
from James L. Connaughton, December 23, 2004, Attachment 2, “Cooperating Agency
Report to the Council on Environmental Quality, Frequently Asked Questions and Answers,”
p. 2).
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Information Supporting
The Advantages and Disadvantages for Each NRC Option

I.  Cooperating Agency Option

A.  Advantages

1. Positions U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to better assure that the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) environmental impact statement (EIS) addresses areas and
issues that will increase the potential for NRC to adopt all or part of the EIS.  As a corollary,
NRC is also positioned to identify key issues early for a potential licensing proceeding, and
begin planning for both guidance development and rulemaking activities.

As stated in the DOE advanced notice of intent (ANOI), the scope of the EIS includes
specific disposal technologies and locations.  The scope of the DOE EIS will likely
encompass the scope of an NRC EIS associated with licensing a Greater-than-Class-C
(GTCC) disposal facility.  Thus, NRC staff will be in a position to adopt the DOE EIS,
provided the staff determines that the EIS addresses the environmental impacts as NRC
would examine them in its own EIS to support its own licensing decisions.  Serving as a
cooperating agency will provide for more staff involvement in the preparation of the EIS. 
Providing this NRC expertise, with early regulatory clarifications, better assures that the
environmental impacts associated with licensing a GTCC facility are fully addressed and are
more likely to facilitate the NRC licensing decision.  Specifically, serving as a cooperating
agency increases the likelihood that a single EIS can satisfy both DOE and NRC statutory
responsibilities.  The cooperating agency role also provides a well-defined construct for
interactions with DOE regarding issues such as the formulation of performance criteria and
objectives, licensing options, compliance and guidance.

As recently shared by DOE staff, DOE’s development of the scope of the EIS and potential
disposal options will require DOE to interface with NRC staff in areas such as performance
criteria and objectives, licensing options, compliance, and guidance. The NRC will need to
address these areas with DOE, regardless of whether NRC takes on a cooperating or
commenting role.  Additionally, NRC may need to develop technical guidance in order to
license GTCC disposal.  In its May 25, 1989, Federal Register notice (54 FR 22578), the
Commission noted that additional technical criteria might be needed for licensing disposal
facilities other than “near surface” disposal.  If needed, such criteria would be added to Part
61 before licensing an “intermediate disposal facility.”  Serving as a cooperating agency will
allow the staff to identify key technical issues early and begin early planning for technical
guidance.  This will facilitate timely guidance development and rulemaking activities, as
necessary.  

The cooperating agency role better positions NRC to provide early, accurate, and timely
information that will assist DOE to examine alternatives that are viable within the NRC
regulatory framework and, consequently, impact DOE GTCC regulatory compliance and
licensing.  In general, the areas identified by DOE staff for NRC interaction are common to 
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all potential license applicants seeking information that supports decisions about their
programs.  Early NRC interaction to provide information on these areas during license
applicant program planning has demonstrated that the applicant develops plans that more
effectively implement NRC requirements, which results in fewer NRC and applicant
resources expended during the licensing process.

2. Positions NRC to engage in early, two-way communication with stakeholders and the public
to identify and address their interests, concerns, and need for accurate and timely
explanations of the independent NRC role, requirements, and planning.

Participating in the public process of developing an EIS provides NRC with the opportunity
to achieve the strategic Openness goal early, with the potential to build stakeholder and
public rapport that will support NRC’s efforts throughout both the EIS process and licensing
review.  Specifically, as a cooperating agency, NRC can actively participate in the scoping
process, and will, therefore, be in a position to identify the need for, and provide accurate
and timely explanations of its requirements, independent review role and potential licensing
structure.  During scoping interactions, NRC can directly address emerging stakeholder and
public concerns related to the agency’s regulatory role and independent assessment. 
Alternatively, an NRC commenting role will be limited to written input during public comment
periods, which may result in dilution amongst other comments and summaries.  Further, as
a cooperating agency, NRC will be in a better position to  request timely discussion and
resolution of issues.  NRC can also better identify and ensure that issues it views pertinent
to satisfying public and stakeholder concerns are addressed, especially those issues
relevant to its independent examination and potential adoption of all or part of the EIS.

3. Will save NRC resources, whether NRC engages in either its own EIS process or adopts all
or part of the DOE EIS.

The cooperating agency role also presents more opportunities to meet the strategic
management goal via efficient use of resources and maintenance of staff technical skills.  A
cooperating agency agreement with DOE yields a framework for each agency to coordinate
timing and efforts associated with its independent role, without repeating each other’s work
and extending the overall Federal process to achieve safe GTCC disposal.  Further, the
increased potential for NRC to adopt all or part of the DOE EIS will likely save significant
resources, compared to NRC completing its own EIS process without the benefit of these
prior EIS interactions (as is the situation for a commenting agency role).  Specifically, after
participating as a cooperating agency, should NRC determine that it needs to supplement
the DOE EIS prior to adopting it, the scope of any such supplement will likely be less than if 
NRC did not serve as a cooperating agency.  Further, cooperating agency interactions will
better assure that the staff will be up-to-date on technology, issues, and interests when the
license application is submitted for review.

4. Assures consistency with NRC’s National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA)
obligations and Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) guidance, CEQ cooperating
agency guidance, and the principles of efficiency in “good government.”

The cooperating agency option is consistent with the Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (10 CFR) §51.10(b) provision that, “...[T]he Commission will:  ... [f]ollow the
provisions of Title 40 of  the Code of Federal Regulations 1501.5 and 1501.6 relating to lead
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agencies and cooperating agencies ....” Further, NRC fulfills CEQ definition of a cooperating
agency (reference Attachment 4) as it has both “special expertise” and “jurisdiction by law”
in this case.  Pursuing this option is also consistent with recent CEQ guidance
(December 23, 2004; reference Attachment 4), emphasizing that agencies should engage in
cooperating agency roles as an efficient arrangement.  In other words, efficiency as a
matter of “good government” (a phrase currently emphasizing Federal agency decisions as
being comparable to the planning and actions of “good business.”) 

B.  Disadvantages

1. A potential disadvantage of this option is earlier obligation of resources, initially spending
slightly more resources than the commenting agency option for the DOE EIS phase of the
overall Federal process.  However, the cooperating agency option does have the potential
for significantly greater resource savings later, during the NRC licensing phase.  (See
discussion under Advantage I.A.3 above.)

Resources will need to be committed, as already budgeted, upon agreement to become a
cooperating agency with DOE.  The resource expenditure can also be controlled by
establishing an MOU with DOE that clearly delineates the scope and schedule of the staff’s
activities as a cooperating agency.  However, this early commitment of resources may
obviate the need to commit significantly more resources later to either supplement or
prepare a separate EIS. 

2. There is a potential for the public and stakeholders to develop the perception that the NRC
cooperating agency activity is not consistent with its independent regulatory charge.

This perception is balanced by the possibility that if NRC does not become a cooperating
agency, NRC can be perceived as not fulfilling its NEPA obligations.  For example, some
individuals will view NRC’s expertise as important to fully informing the NEPA process
and/or saving Federal government resources by trying to eliminate or limit NRC EIS efforts. 
However, as described above in I.A.2, the cooperating agency option presents opportunities
to address these concerns. 

Further, the cooperating agency interactions with the public and stakeholders presents
specific opportunities for managing its activities so as to minimize and/or address erroneous
perceptions.

II.  Commenting Agency Option

A. Advantages

1. The primary advantage of the commenting agency option is to reduce, rather than eliminate,
the likelihood that individuals/groups develop the perception that NRC is not acting in an
independent regulatory manner.

As a commenting agency, some criticism about NRC meeting its independent role remains
likely as NRC engages in any interaction with DOE.  Additionally, if NRC decides to adopt the
DOE EIS, NRC may still be subject to the perception that NRC is not acting independently. 

2. The commenting agency role will initially require fewer resources than the cooperating
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agency role.

This decrease in resources is potentially minimal as NRC will need to expend resources for
the same or similar activities engaged in under the cooperating agency option, such as:  
(1) technical review of the draft EIS during the public comment period; (2) attendance at
scoping meetings (as a member of the audience); and (3) participation in discussions and
presentations addressing NRC positions and/or based on NRC expertise.

B. Disadvantages

1. Expenditure of significant resources for an NRC EIS or supplement to the DOE EIS.

This option will necessitate developing an NRC EIS or adopting and supplementing the
DOE EIS as part of the NRC licensing review.  Further, selection of the commenting agency
option is supported by 10 CFR §51.10, if NRC chooses to engage the provision that “except
that the Commission reserves the right to prepare an independent environmental impact
statement whenever the NRC has the regulatory jurisdiction over an activity even though
the NRC has not been designated as lead agency for preparation of the statement.” Overall,
compared to a cooperating agency, NRC resource expenditures as a commenting agency
will shift from the DOE EIS phase to the NRC licensing phase and result in a likely overall
greater total resource expenditure for the entire Federal process (DOE EIS through
licensing phases).

2. Minimal opportunity for the NRC to assure that the DOE EIS fulfills NRC needs and
expectations for adoption.

NRC will be required to develop an EIS as part of the GTCC licensing review.  If NRC does
not participate in development of the DOE GTCC EIS, it will far more likely need to develop
its own EIS rather than potentially adopting DOE’s EIS.  Specifically, as a commenting
agency NRC will have little opportunity to assure that the DOE EIS includes information and
addresses issues to the extent that it can replace NRC addressing these areas in its own
EIS.  In addition, early NRC interactions with license applicants during the program planning
and application development process have demonstrated that the applicant develops plans
that more effectively implement NRC requirements, which results in fewer resources
expended during the licensing process.

3. Limited access to early information and discussions will limit information for both NRC
comments on the draft EIS and NRC decisions before and after the EIS.

4. NRC will not realize the benefits of early interaction with DOE.

Early interaction will not be available to assist NRC staff in identifying key technical issues
early and in planning for both new technical guidance and rulemaking needed for licensing a
GTCC disposal facility.  Further, the opportunities to bring the staff up-to-date on
information and issues for use at the outset of licensing will, instead, be potentially delayed. 

5. NRC will also likely receive some criticism as a result of refraining from participating as a
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cooperating agency.

Unlike the cooperating agency option, NRC will not have the opportunity to actively
participate in the DOE scoping process directly.  Hence, there will be minimal opportunities
for early two-way communication of timely exchanges about NRC’s independent review role,
regulatory requirements, and the potential licensing structure. 
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